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ISABEL WARRINGTON attended the School of Art in the late 1980s, where she 
was tutored by Harry Alden. Six years later, she furthered her training in art and 
design in Scotland for a year. Upon her return to Malta, she worked as a graphic 
designer for 20 years, though her inclination towards freestyle drawing and fine 
art led her to explore other avenues. Isabel is also an established actor with a 
diverse repertoire in comedy, musical theatre and drama. Theatre has been a 
strong influence in her life and her art and, in recent years, she has applied her 
creative talents to costume design. She is well-known for her caricatures which she 
paints both in her studio and at events. Landscapes and cityscapes are what she 
enjoys doing when she paints for her own pleasure.

izzywarringtonartist.com



THE OPEN DOOR is a collection of watercolours that I 
began in March 2020, just as the COVID-19 pandemic 
was announced. It was a shock to the system, like it was 
for everyone else, and, as my frenetic life ground to a 
halt as all scheduled projects got cancelled, I was left 
with a lot more time on my hands. I spent many days in 
the outdoors in isolation, just taking the time to enjoy 
nature without any knowledge of how the situation would 
develop. It was much more cathartic than watching the 
news. And I woke up every day with an enthusiasm to 
paint. Everywhere I went, I found inspiration. The empty 
streets, the fresh air and the rugged landscapes. It was 
an amazing opportunity to reconnect with nature. These 
works mean a great deal to me as they kept me safe and 
sane in this time of uncertainty. I hope you too will enjoy 
them and they will provide you with the same comfort 
they gave me. 



Breakwater
87 x 26cm
€175



Solitude 
55 x 74cm
€320



Lichen 
50 x 60cm
€175



Rough Sea at Fomm ir-Rih
55 x 74cm
€320



Garrigue
60 x 50cm
€250



Gozo in the Spring 
54 x 42cm
€175



Wild Sea (Fomm ir-Rih)
48 x 60cm
€250



The Bridge
48 x 58cm
€250



I Can See Verdala Castle
48 x 58cm
€250



Old Shop Front, Valletta
60 x 77cm
€250



The Spirit of the Convent
50 x 60cm
€250



Leafy Door Knocker (detail)
47 x 60cm
€200



First Hint of Summer
48 x 39cm
€200



Silent Sentinels
74 x 53cm
€320



Wild Sea (Bahar ic-Caghaq)
73 x 53cm
€350



Wintry Sea (Bahar ic-Caghaq)
73 x 53cm
€350



Hidden (Xaghra Valley)
60 x 50cm
€250



Fields of Joy
60 x 50cm
€250



Tas-Salvatur
37 x 48cm
€140



Is-Silla
39 x 48cm
€140
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For viewings please contact me on 79332845 or 
email: isabelwarrington@gmail.com

All works are framed to the highest standards by 
Gemelli Ltd

Items marked with a red dot are sold.


